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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a novel method to estimate im-
pulse response of sound diffraction based on ray tracing.
This method is a Monte Carlo solution of multiple integra-
tion in analytic secondary source model of edge-diffraction,
in which sample values of the integrand are calculated by
ray tracing process. Similarity between our method and
general ray tracing makes it possible to utilize various ap-
proaches developed for ray tracing. In our implementation, a
ray tracing engine OptiX is employed, which exhibits good
acceleration on a graphics processor. For more efficiency,
we use importance sampling where insignificant diffraction
paths are eliminated stochastically and thus reducing the
number of samples. Based on these approaches, the pro-
posed method achieves a processing performance of about
24M samples/sec for the simulation of first-order diffraction,
which demonstrates the applicability to interactive simula-
tion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ray tracing is a popular technique to simulate wave propa-
gation used in various fields such as 3D computer graphics
(3DCG), electromagnetics and acoustics because of its com-
putational simplicity. For example, acoustic analysis soft-
wares such as Odeon [1] and CATT [2] use ray tracing. On
the other hand, various acceleration and/or parallelization
techniques have been proposed aiming at real-time ray trac-
ing simulation in 3DCG field. Based on these techniques, in-
teractive acoustic simulation has been getting more practical,
which can enhance reality and immersion in virtual reality.

However, applying the general ray tracing techniques to
acoustic simulation results in lack of diffraction which is sig-
nificant especially in acoustics. For instance, acoustic simu-
lation results described in [3] show that the lack of first- and
higher-order diffractions causes undesired shadow of sound.
In addition, subjective listening tests in [4] demonstrate that
diffraction is also important not only in occluded zones but
also in non-occluded zones.

There are several approaches to model edge-diffraction
such as UTD (Uniform Theory of Diffraction) [3, 5] and An-
alytic Secondary Source Model (referred as the secondary
source model) [6]. Although UTD can calculate edge-
diffraction more simply than the secondary source model,
errors in low-frequency is significant [6] because UTD is a
high-frequency approximation originally used in electromag-
netics. On the other hand, the secondary source model can
calculate edge-diffraction accurately based on the exact Biot-
Tolstoy solution [7]. However, this model requires us to solve
multiple integrations for high-order diffraction, which results
in computational complexity.

In this paper, we focus on the secondary source model
and its accuracy. Based on this model, we propose a novel
method to estimate edge-diffraction impulse responses (IRs)
using ray tracing. The number of diffraction paths evaluated
in ray tracing is successfully reduced by importance sam-
pling, i.e. a general technique for Monte Carlo integration.
With the use of the state-of-the-art ray tracing engine running
on a graphics processor, our method is capable of executing a
sound diffraction simulation of a practical scene in real time.

2. ANALYTIC SECONDARY SOURCE MODEL

2.1 Overview
Let us consider a system illustrated in Fig. 1(a), comprising
a sound source S, a receiver R and an edge whose open angle
is denoted as θW . Here, (rS,θS, zS) and (rR, θR, zR) are cylin-
drical coordinates of S and R, respectively. In this system,
wave from S is diffracted on the edge and then propagates
to R. The diffractive IR observed at R can be calculated by
the exact Biot-Tolstoy solution [7]. Based on this solution,
the secondary source model was derived [6], which provides
a discrete Huygens interpretation of the solution. The inter-
pretation is reviewed as follows.

First in Fig. 1(b), wave front from S reaches an edge point
S′. Then S′ is excited by the wave front and emits diffraction
wave. After that, the wave reaches R. The above mentioned
phenomenon arises at each edge point. Finally, the superpo-
sition of the diffraction waves from those points produces the
Biot-Tolstoy’s IR.

According to the secondary source model, the discrete
time IR of the diffraction is calculated by the following equa-
tion, which is derived analytically from the Biot-Tolstoy so-
lution,

hdiffr[n] =
∫
Rn

− ν
4π

β [α(z),γ(z),θS,θR]

m(z) · l(z)
dz (1)

∀z ∈ Rn, n ≤ m(z)+ l(z)
c

·FS < n+1,

where c is sound speed, FS is sampling frequency, ν is a pa-
rameter called wedge-index defined as π/θW , and α , γ , m
and l are the path parameters of a diffraction wave illustrated
in Fig. 1(b). β [·] is the directivity function of diffraction
waves defined in next equation,

β [α,γ,θS,θR] = ∑
±±

sin[ν(π ±θS ±θR)]

cosh[νη(α,γ)]− cos[ν(π ±θS ±θR)]

η(α ,γ) = cosh−1
(

1+ sin(α)sin(γ)
cos(α)cos(γ)

)
.
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Figure 1: Illustration of first-order edge diffraction: (a)
coordinate system (b) a discrete Huygens interpretation of
diffraction according to the secondary source model.

From Eq. (1), we can find that the instantaneous value at n
is expressed as the function of path parameters of diffraction
waves which arrive at R at that time.

In this model, an edge is regarded as a new source. Based
on this regard, contributions from the new edge are integrated
to calculate high-order diffraction. Eq. (2) describes the for-
mulation to calculate second-order diffraction illustrated in
Fig. 2. β1 and β2 are diffraction factors of two edges, deter-
mined with the directivity function.

hdiffr[n] =
∫∫

R2
n

ν1ν2

(4π)2
β1(z) ·β2(z)

m1(z) · l1(z) · l2(z)
dz1dz2 (2)

∀z= ∀(z1,z2) ∈ R2
n, n ≤ m1(z)+ l1(z)+ l2(z)

c
·FS < n+1

2.2 Difficulties for Applications

As indicated in the previous section, calculation of Kth-order
diffraction needs to solve Kth-order integration. Since the in-
tegration cannot be solved analytically, general implementa-
tions of this model use the mid-point rule integration [6, 8, 9].
Based on this rule, Eq. (1) is approximated as

hdiffr[n] = ∑
i∈Nn

(
− ν

4π
β [α(zi),γ(zi),θS,θR]

m(zi) · l(zi)
∆z

)

∀i ∈ Nn, n ≤ m(zi)+ l(zi)

c
·FS < n+1,

where zi is one of the mid-points in the equally subdivided
regions.

Let D be the number of divisions of an edge. Then this
approximation needs to evaluate DK diffraction paths which
grow exponentially in accordance with K. Therefore, much
more computational cost is necessary for high-order diffrac-
tion. Although an adaptive edge-subdivision strategy has
been proposed for fast calculation [10], this strategy is not
applicable to high-order diffraction.

On the other hand, path validation process is needed for
exact calculation. In this process, diffraction paths occluded
by some kind of obstacles (e.g. walls) must be detected in
order to eliminate the contributions of occluded waves. In a
scene with many obstacles, the process may be complicated.

Consequently, computational costs of the integrations
and/or the path validation make it difficult to calculate IRs
with this model especially for high-order diffraction.
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Figure 2: Interpretation of second-order diffraction. In prac-
tice, there are multiple diffraction path via all combination of
S′ and S′′.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

Proposed method calculates the multiple integrations in the
secondary source model by using Monte Carlo method [11].
Focusing on the integrand which is the function of diffraction
paths parameters (i.e. propagation lengths and input/output
angles), we use ray tracing to calculate an integrand’s sam-
ple value (referred as VS). In the ray tracing process, path
validation is also conducted, in which VS is set to 0 so that
the contribution of an occluded wave is eliminated.

3.1 Procedure
As input, our method requires information of a simulation
scene: sound source S, receiver R and an edge E. Figure
3 illustrates ray tracing procedure of the proposed method.
First, (i) a ray is shot to E from S whereas VS is initialized
to 1. The intersection S′ of the ray and E (or the coordinate
z) is determined randomly. If the ray intersects with E, (ii) a
ray is shot to R from S′. At the same time, coefficients such
as diffraction factor is multiplied to VS. If the ray reaches
R, (iii) VS is determined. In case that a ray does not reach
E or R, (ii)′/(iii)′ VS is set to 0. For Kth-order diffraction
(S → E1 → ··· → EK → R), R is replaced by the next edge
E j ( j = 2, · · · ,K) in (ii). The above mentioned procedure is
repeated M times, where M is the number of evaluation paths
(or the number of samples).

After the ray tracing process, IR estimation is conducted.
Based on the average of the obtained sample values, the
Monte Carlo estimates hdiffr[n] by the next equation,

hdiffr[n]≃
L1 ×·· ·×LK

M ∑
i∈Nn

VS,i (3)

∀i ∈ Nn, n ≤ di

c
·FS < n+1,

where i is the index of an evaluated path. VS,i and di are the
sample value and the total length of the path i, respectively.
L j ( j = 1,2, · · · ,K) is the length of each edge.

3.2 Features
Considering that general ray tracing techniques are the
Monte Carlo solutions of integral equation called rendering
equation [12, 13], we can find that the objective and the pro-
cedure of the proposed method are similar to those of the
general techniques. Because of this similarity, our method
can be integrated into existing acoustic analysis software.
Furthermore, various approaches dedicated to ray tracing can
be applicable to our method.

Let P be the number of primitives in a simulation scene.
Then the computational cost of the proposed method is pro-
portional to K ×M ×P. Differing from the mid-point rule,
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Figure 3: Procedure of ray tracing.

our method does not require the cost which increases ex-
ponentially with K. On the other hand, the term M can be
reduced with importance sampling introduced in Sect. 3.3.
Furthermore, the term P, which arises from brute-force inter-
section detection for all primitives, can be reduced to logP by
using so-called acceleration structures such as BVH (Bound-
ing Volume Hierarchy) [14] and kd-tree [15].

3.3 Importance Sampling
In this section, importance sampling, which is a general tech-
nique for Monte Carlo integration [11], is introduced to re-
duce M required for high-order simulation.

In case that integration variables z=(z1, · · · ,zK) are sam-
pled based on probability density function (p.d.f.) p(z),
Eq. (3) is modified to

hdiffr[n]≃
1
M ∑

i∈Nn

VS,i

p(zi)
,

where zi is a set of the coordinate points on edges the path
i traced. The definition of a p.d.f. used in this paper is de-
scribed below.

Let us consider the IR of first-order edge diffraction il-
lustrated in Fig. 4(a). From this figure, we can notice that
the IR attenuates rapidly after the onset. In other words, the
contribution of the diffraction wave which propagates along
a long path is insignificant. In order to eliminate such paths
illustrated in Fig. 4(b), we introduce a p.d.f. pc(z) which is
defined in the next equation,

pc(z) =

[
Aw

{
1+

(
z− z0

w

)2
}]−1

.

This is a modified Cauchy distribution whose range is lim-
ited to edge length L. A is a normalization constant which is
determined so that

∫
L pc(z)dz= 1. Figure 5 illustrates the dis-

tribution and the geometric interpretation. In Fig. 5, a ray is
shot from S to z-axis with uniformly sampled launching angle
θ then z is Cauchy distributed. Based on this distribution, in-
significant diffraction paths can be eliminated stochastically
since the shorter a path is, the higher the sampling probability
is, as shown in Fig. 5. For multiple integration, a binding dis-
tribution of pc(z) is used (i.e. p(z) = pc(z1)pc(z2); K = 2).

3.4 Discussion of Errors
Let us consider estimation errors in Monte Carlo integra-
tion and the mid-point rule whose orders are respectively ex-
pressed as O(N−1/2) and O(N−2/K), where N(≡ M = DK)
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Figure 4: Examination of insignificant path: (a) IR of first-
order diffraction which attenuates rapidly after the onset (b)
an example of long path (or insignificant path).
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Figure 5: Cauchy distribution and the geometric interpreta-
tion. w is length of the perpendicular line between S and an
edge. z0 is the foot of the line.

is the number of evaluation paths. Therefore, the proposed
method takes advantage for high-order diffraction (i.e. K >
4) in terms of the error. Furthermore, the importance sam-
pling can also compensate the disadvantage in case of K ≤ 4,
which is demonstrated later in Sect. 4.2.

3.5 Implementation
We implemented the proposed method using OptiX [16]
which is a general purpose ray tracing engine distributed by
NVIDIA. Owing to OptiX’s parallelism utilizing a graphic
processor, we have achieved fast implementation of our
method. The graphics processor used in this research is
GTX480.

4. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

4.1 Validation and Processing Time Evaluation
First, we conduct a test to evaluate simulation accuracy of
our method. Figure 6 illustrates a concert hall scene used
in this test. The scene consists of P = 40 primitives (or tri-
angle meshes) and 39 diffraction edges whose open angles
are θW < π . For each edge, first-order diffraction is simu-
lated. In this test, other wave phenomena (i.e. specular reflec-
tion and diffusion from walls) are not included. The number
of samples assigned to each edge is 2,000 and thus totally
M = 78,000(= 39×2,000) samples are evaluated. In order
to validate the results, the estimated IR is compared with ref-
erence calculated by Edge diffraction toolbox for Matlab [9]
which uses Simpson’s rule (for K = 1) and the mid-point rule
(for K > 1).

Figure 7 shows errors between the reference and the esti-
mated IR. The IR is partially shown in Fig. 8, in which the er-
rors are relatively compared with the IR. From Fig. 7, we can
find that the estimated IR contains fleetly fluctuating noise.
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Figure 6: Simulation scene in Sect. 4.1 where S : (−7.5,5,3),
R : (5,35,5). The details of this model can be found in [17].
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Figure 7: Errors between IRs estimated by Edge diffraction
toolbox and the proposed method.
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Figure 8: Comparison of errors and estimated IR focusing on
the beginning of the IR. Root mean squared error normalized
by the range of the reference value is −62.6 [dB].

Howerver the noise is sufficiently smaller than IR values as
indicated in Fig. 8. From these results, we confirmed that the
proposed method adequately estimates diffractive IRs.

We also evaluate the processing time of our method with
varying Ms. Figure 9 summarizes the evaluation result, from
which we can confirm that the processing time of the above
simulation (i.e. M = 78,000) is approximately 4ms. Even in
case with much larger samples M ≃ 500,000, the processing
time is about 21ms and thus our method achieves a process-
ing performance of about 24M samples/sec. In terms of up-
date rate in dynamic scenes, the rate approximates 50Hz in
the case of M ≃ 500,000. Based on these performance re-
sults, we can say that the method is sufficiently applicable to
interactive simulation.

4.2 Evaluation of Importance Sampling
In this section, we conduct a test to evaluate the effective-
ness of the importance sampling (IS). Figure 10 shows the
simulation scene, where two diffraction edges are adjacently
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Figure 9: Number of samples vs. processing times required
to simulate first-order diffraction in Fig. 6.
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Figure 10: Simulation scene of second-order diffraction in
Sect. 4.2. The similar scene is originally used in [6].

arranged. In this test, we simulate second-order diffrac-
tion with the proposed method where IS is enabled or dis-
abled. The number of samples M is set to 900, 10,000 and
1,000,000. For comparison, estimation using the mid-point
rule is also conducted. The number of edge division D is set
to 30, 100 and 1,000 so that the number of evaluation paths
D2 is equal to M.

Figures 11 through 13 respectively show the estimation
results of the proposed method (IS is disabled/enabled) and
the mid-point rule. In these figures, arrival time of the
diffraction wave from the shortest path is regarded as 0. Al-
though the IRs of M = 10,000 are noisy in Figs. 11 and
13, the IR in Fig. 12 is sufficiently converged even though
the same number of paths are evaluated. Furthermore in
Fig. 12, the proposed method obtains IR converged much
better than the others with only M = 900 samples. From
these results, we can confirm the following effectiveness de-
scribed in Sects. 3.3 and 3.4; (1) the number of samples re-
quired for well converged results can be reduced based on IS,
(2) in terms of the errors, the proposed method with IS can
obtain better results than the mid-point rule if finite samples
are available.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an estimation method for edge-
diffraction IRs based on ray tracing. This method is a Monte
Carlo solution of multiple integration in the secondary source
model, where sample values calculation of integrand and
path validation are conducted in ray tracing process.

Focusing on the procedures’ similarity with general ray
tracing, we implemented the proposed method by using a ray
tracing engine OptiX. Consequently fast implementation has
been achieved. In our test, we demonstrated that the process-
ing time required to evaluate M ≃ 500,000 samples is about
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Figure 13: IR estimated by the mid-point rule.

21ms, which indicates the applicability to interactive sim-
ulation. For more efficiency, importance sampling was in-
troduced where insignificant diffraction paths are eliminated
stochastically.

As for our future work, we will try to apply adaptive
importance sampling strategies used in 3DCG field such as
Metropolis Light Transport [18] and Photon Mapping [19]
in order to make our method more flexible for any complex
scenes. We also need to conduct detailed evaluation of esti-
mated IRs’ qualities, including subjective listening test.
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